
EXERCISES MATH 202B - Fifth Assignment1. Let H be a normal subgroup of the group G (i.e. gHg�1 = H for all g 2 G), and letV be a simple G-module. Then V , onsidered as an H-module, may or may not besimple. Show that if W and W 0 are simple H-submodules of V , then they must havethe same dimensions (Hint: Show that one an write V as a diret sum of simpleH-modules of the form g:W for ertain g 2 G).2. Let A4 = f� 2 S4; "(�) = 1g, with " as in Problem 2 of the fourth assignment. As "is a group homomorphism, A4 is a normal subgroup of S4.(a) Show that A4 has an abelian normal subgroup V of order four.(b) What are the possible dimensions for simple A4-modules? How does CA4 deom-pose into simple matrix rings?() Determine all simple haraters of A4 via indution from representations of V .3. Let V be a G-module with harater �. Assume that �(g) 2 R for all g 2 G. Show:(a) The trivial representation appears in V 
2 exatly P�m2� times, if V = ��V m�� .(b) If V;W are simple G-modules, the trivial representation appears in V 
W if andonly if V �=W .() Find a ounter example to (a) if �(g) 62 R for some g 2 G.4. Let V be the 3-dimensional irreduible S4-submodule of its permutation representa-tion.(a) Find the deompostion of V 
 V into a diret sum of simple S4-modules.(Hint: Knowing the dimensions of simple S4-modules, it should suÆe to only workwith the harater of V . But you an use the expliit S4 haraters from the previoushomework.)(b) Let W be the two-dimensional simple representation of S4. How does V 
Wdeompose? (Hint: It should be enough to alulate h�V �W ; �V �W i.)Remark You may want to hek for yourself that it is fairly easy now to determine thedeomposition of the tensor produt of any two simple representations of S4 from theomputations in (a) and (b). There are still no simple rules known how to determinethe deomposition of two arbitrary simple representations of Sn for n large.


